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As far as can be determined, the damage to archaeological sites and standing
monuments caused by the Gulf War itself
was apparently relatively minor. Attempts
to send in UNESCO teams to assess damMcGuire Gibson
age in the war zone were vetoed in the
Security Council. We do
know of damage to a few
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cal sites. More damage
against human suffering, material items
would have been done
seem less significant, but also under threat
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had the war not ended beis an important part of the world’s cultural
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oped in the fourth millennium B.C.
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If the war itself did relSumerians, Akkadians, Babylonians, and
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atively
little damage, the
Assyrians, as well as Seleucid Greeks,
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economic embargo against
Parthians, and Sasanians from Iran, and
Uruk
Iraq imposed by the
then Arabs ruled increasingly complex emUr
United Nations has been
pires from capitals in this country.
devastating. The last 13
The number of archaeological sites in
Iraq is almost impossible to estimate. The
Southern Mesopotamia with sites located by on-the-ground sur- years have witnessed drastic losses of staff and
Department of Antiquities has a file of about
veys (black dots). Compiled by Carrie Hritz, University of Chicago.
funding at the Department
10,000 sites, but these are only the ones that
have been excavated or have yielded signifi- department, from its inception in the early of Antiquities. There has also been an incant artifacts from their surfaces. There are, 1920s, began to develop a well-trained ac- creasing pace of looting of archaeological
as a conservative estimate, probably 25,000 ademic, museological, and security staff. sites followed by large-scale smuggling out
major mounded sites, and each of them is As early as the 1930s, students were sent of objects to feed the voracious internationsurrounded by dozens of small villages and abroad for advanced degrees, and some be- al antiquities market. Only three Ph.D.’s retowns. In only a small portion, something came the mentors of new generations of main in the department. The department has
like 15%, of the country has any archaeolog- archaeologists and epigraphers. During the been forced to lay off its guards at many
ical survey been conducted, mostly in the 1980s, there were more than 25 foreign- sites; and even where some have been recentral region (Fig. 1). Whenever more in- trained Iraqi Ph.D.’s working in the antiqui- tained, such as at the major sites of Babylon,
tensive survey is done, anywhere from 10 to ties service or the universities in the coun- Nineveh, Khorsabad, and Nimrud, thieves
50 additional sites are found within a 10- try. Archaeology programs at the universi- have succeeded in removing surprisingly
kilometer radius of any major site. The west- ties allowed the Department of Antiquities large objects (weighing several tons).
In the countryside, especially in the alluern desert has had almost no survey, but to assemble a staff of thousands for its 20
enough has been done to estimate that there museums, for supervision of excavations, vial desert between the Tigris and Euphrates
are thousands of Paleolithic and Neolithic and other purposes. An important compo- in southern Iraq, central government control
sites there. Overall, it is reasonable to esti- nent of the staff was for security: hundreds is greatly weakened. In this area, which was
mate that there are hundreds of thousands of of guards who were responsible for indi- the heartland of ancient Sumer, the illicit
archaeological sites in Iraq. Included in this vidual sites. Dozens of Department of digging started as attempts by individuals to
estimate would be hundreds of standing Antiquities representatives, residing in find something to sell to feed their families.
monuments, mostly from the Islamic peri- towns throughout the country, were re- This work soon grew to an industry, fiods, that are part of modern urban settings.
sponsible for the protection of all sites in nanced from abroad and engaging hundreds
of diggers at some sites (1). The most
From the founding of the modern large regions, including the deserts.
state of Iraq until 1990, Iraq had an enThe result of this evolution of trained staff sought-after objects were cylinder seals, statviable record of protecting its antiquities was that, before 1990, there was virtually no ues, and especially clay tablets with cuneiand cultural heritage. The Department illegal excavation on archaeological sites and form writing. A few pickup trucks have been
of Antiquities, backed by an exemplary no illicit trade in antiquities. The uprising at intercepted by Iraqi border patrols, but most
Antiquities Law, had control of all the end of the Gulf War brought an end to shipments have gotten through and end up in
archaeological sites and artifacts. The that record. Nine of the 13 regional museums London or other centers of the trade.
in the south and north of the country were Collectors who seem to consider this a
raided by mobs, who smashed exhibits, stole “golden age for collecting” do not worry that
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antiquities, and sometimes set fire to the they are breaking international laws on culResearch in Baghdad; professor of Mesopotamian
buildings. More than 3000 objects were lost, tural property and are violating the economArchaeology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL
ic embargo on Iraqi goods.
almost none of which have been recovered.
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Statement on Cultural Heritage at Risk in Iraq

When made aware of the
but rather to aid in not targeting.
The extraordinary significance of the monuments, museums, and
extensive looting of the sites
As in the first Gulf War, the milarchaeological sites of Iraq (ancient Mesopotamia) imposes an
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itary will try to avoid damaging
obligation on all peoples and governments to protect them. In any
al-Aqarib, the department of
sites and monuments, but some
military conflict, that heritage is put at risk, and it appears now to be
in grave danger.
Antiquities was able to gain
damage will occur.
emergency funding and send
If this war must happen, it
Should war take place, we call upon all governments to respect the
out teams to excavate them.
is imperative that a thorough
terms of the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural
An army unit drove off the
and systematic assessment of
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict and its First Protocol. We
urge all governments, institutions, and individuals in a position to act
looters, and the Department
damage be made, in order to
to recognize and uphold the validity of the existing, strong Antiquities
of Antiquities established as
allow the Iraqi Department of
Law in Iraq. To secure the long-term safety of the cultural heritage of
many as 18 guards on a site.
Antiquities to organize salvage
Iraq and to stop the illicit digging and smuggling of antiquities that
have occurred during the period of the embargo and that may follow
The department’s excavations
operations. It is more immedia period of conflict, the staff of the Department of Antiquities must be
have yielded important inforately important that the departreturned to pre-embargo numbers in academic and technical fields.
mation on the development of
ment continue to function and
Most important, the number of guards for individual sites,
architecture, as well as major
that its academic and technical
monuments, and museums must be returned to pre-embargo strength.
groups of artifacts, including
staff be reassembled at full
As represented by the signatories of this letter, the international
inscribed items. These finds
strength. As soon as possible,
scholarly community is prepared, at the conclusion of the present
are the only ones, among the
the guards must be rehired or
crisis, to support the Iraqi Department of Antiquities in strengthening
many thousands of objects
replaced. Most important is
and retraining its staff, in assessing the conservation needs of
artifacts and buildings, and in refitting laboratories. Foreign
from these sites, that have
recognition of the Antiquities
archaeologists are also willing to play a role in any needed
come from recorded archaeoLaw and a guarding against atassessment of damage done by illicit digging or warfare, in salvage
logical contexts. All others,
tempts to dilute its scope and
operations directed by the Department of Antiquities, and in
repatriating stolen antiquities. In the long term, international scholars
which now reside in museums
authority. There are persons
could aid the department in carrying out a systematic, countrywide
and private collections around
and organizations who desire
survey in order to locate all identifiable archaeological sites.
the world, lack context and
to change the Iraqi Antiquities
are of far less value as inforLaw as well as U.S. practice in
The signatories of this letter urge all governments to recognize that
fragile cultural heritage is inevitably damaged by warfare; that
mation sources.
regard to international cultural
irreparable losses both to local communities and to all humanity are
The embargo has caused
property (2, 3). Such changes
caused by the destruction of cultural sites, monuments, and works of
other damage to sites, and even
are not in the interests of Iraq’s
art; and that it is our common duty to take all possible steps to
the loss of entire mounds. To
cultural heritage, the cultural
protect them.
feed its population, Iraq has
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cultural projects, encouraging
reputation of the United States.
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farmers to open new irrigated
Scholars and institutions in
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fields in southern Iraq on land
the United States and other
Carsten Niebuhr Institute of Near Eastern Studies, Copenhagen
that has been desert since the
countries stand ready to assist
Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq,
Mongol conquest in the 13th
the Department of Antiquities.
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century. Judging by satellite
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images, some new fields seem
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chaeological sites that would
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University of
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Now, a new war will mean the
needed equipment will require
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in the western desert, which is
In the expected post-war
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industries, and irrigation projany length of time, sites beects, archaeological and ecotween the two rivers once more
logical assessments should bewill be the high ground. But
come part of any planning, and
An initiative of the Archaeological Institute steps must be taken to carry out salvage
the greatest concern of archaeologists, art
historians, and historians around the world is of America and the American Association for operations before development. Iraqis have
for the Iraq National Museum in Baghdad Research in Baghdad has resulted in the gath- a history of coordinating such salvage,
and the Museum in Mosul, as well as our ering of information on the location of archae- with foreign teams joining in the work. It
colleagues on their staffs, who will try to ological sites and standing monuments. In the would be a tragedy for the world if thouprotect the collections. Both buildings are past few months, these and other organizations sands of sites are lost as a result of political
close to government buildings that were hit approached the Pentagon to raise aware- upheaval or decisions made for short-term
by “smart bombs” in the Gulf War. Even if ness of the importance of Iraq as a key area economic gain.
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